LISTING ASSORTMENT

Underlay mat DB1510, 1 x 10 m
Pressure, heat and sound insulation underlay mat made of organic latex foam.
◊ Latex-based

Technical Specifications

◊ Renewable resource
◊ Recyclable raw material
◊ Sound and noise absorption
◊ Pressure-resistant and highly elastic
◊ With integrated vapor barrier film

Standard

dBcover 1510

Strength
EN 1849 - 1
Roll width x roll length		
Specific weight
EN 1849 - 1

1,5 mm
1,0 x 10 m
950 kg / m3

Impact sound
Walking sound

UNE 104-B 717/12
UNE 104-B 717/12

18 dB
> 35 %

Fire behavior
Thermal conductivity

DIN 4102
EN 12667

Cfl-S1
0,051 m2K/w

Suitable for underfloor heating		
Chair roll alignment		

Yes
Yes

Processing notes
The insulation dbCover 1510 should be laid with white textile
side up and the vapor barrier film down to the ground.

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

–

106102207

Underlay mat DB1510

8437005770416
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Tapping block
Specifically designed to protect the groove during installation.

Decor
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EAN

Pack/Pallet

–

106102244

Tapping block

0088969123459
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LISTING ASSORTMENT

The pictures may differ in color
from the original product.

Jurassic Oak
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented GEN13 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Pack/Pallet

10983

106201107

Starclic Office, Jurassic Oak, 5 mm

0088969310989
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The pictures may differ in color
from the original product.

Dakota Hickory
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented GEN13 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Pack/Pallet

54112

106201123

Starclic Office, Dakota Hickory, 5 mm

88969112545
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The pictures may differ in color
from the original product.

Aspen Oak Silver
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented GEN13 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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Pack/Pallet

54616

106201127

Starclic Office, Aspen Oak Silver, 5 mm

0088969616548
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The pictures may differ in color
from the original product.

Arizona Hickory
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented GEN13 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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541115

106201122

Starclic Office, Arizona Hickory, 5 mm

0088969115416
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The pictures may differ in color
from the original product.

Vintage Carbon
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented GEN13 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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36514

106201105

Starclic Office, Vintage Carbon, 5 mm

0088969436511
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The pictures may differ in color
from the original product.

Vintage Snow
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented GEN13 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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36515

106201111

Starclic Office, Vintage Snow, 5 mm

0088969536518
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Aspen Oak Black
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented GEN13 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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546128

106201130

Starclic Office, Aspen Oak Black, 5 mm

0088969185464
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Markham Oak Medium
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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72513

106200126

Starclic Project, Markham Oak Med, 5 mm

0088969725134
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Kentucky Oak
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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72516

106200124

Starclic Project, Kentucky Oak, 5 mm

0088969725165
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Heritage Phoenix
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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79302

106200159

Starclic Project, Heritage Phoenix, 5 mm

7640165927342
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Slam Oak
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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79316

106200101

Starclic Project, Slam Oak, 5 mm

7640165927359
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Markham Oak Light
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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725110

106200128

Starclic Project, Markham Oak Light, 5 mm

0088969725110
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Stratford Oak
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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63535

106200118

Starclic Project, Stratford Oak, 5 mm

7640165927113
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Carmel Oak
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m
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EAN

Pack/Pallet

63693

106200120

Starclic Project, Carmel Oak, 5 mm

008896963935
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Rustic Hickory (2-strip)
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 190 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 8 planks = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.
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EAN

Pack/Pallet

66316

106200106

Starclic Project, Rustic Hickory, 5 mm

0088969666314
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Golden Oak Honey
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 220 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 7 planks = 1,86 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Droplock100 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor
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Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

96711

106200180

Starclic More+,Golden Oak Honey, 5 mm

7640165920176
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Golden Oak Natural
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 220 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 7 planks = 1,86 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Droplock100 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

96712

106200178

Starclic More+,Golden Oak Natural, 5 mm

7640165920169
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Golden Oak White
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 220 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 7 planks = 1,86 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Droplock100 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

96715

106200182

Starclic More+, Golden Oak White, 5 mm

7640165920183
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from the original product.

Smoky Oak Gold
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 220 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 7 planks = 1,86 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Droplock100 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

966101

106200176

Starclic More+, Smoky Oak Gold, 5 mm

7640165920152
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Smoky Oak Natural
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 220 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 7 planks = 1,86 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Droplock100 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

966102

106200174

Starclic More+, Smoky Oak Natural, 5 mm

7640165920145
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Smoky Oak Grey
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 220 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 7 planks = 1,86 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Droplock100 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

966104

106200172

Starclic More+, Smoky Oak Grey, 5 mm

7640165920138
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Smoky Oak Pewter
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 220 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 7 planks = 1,86 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Droplock100 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

966107

106200184

Starclic More+, Smoky Oak Pewter, 5 mm

7640165920077
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Golden Oak Brown
◊

Natural wood look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

1210 x 220 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 7 planks = 1,86 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Droplock100 connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

967113

106200186

Starclic More+, Golden Oak Brown, 5 mm

7640165920084
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Pisa
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 10 tiles = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

101D05

106202102

Starclic Stone, Pisa, 5 mm

0088969510105
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Roma
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 10 tiles = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

329112

106202106

Starclic Stone, Roma, 5 mm

0088969291127
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Napoli
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 10 tiles = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

408102

106202112

Starclic Stone, Napoli, 5 mm

0088969240811
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Palermo
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 10 tiles = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

408104

106202110

Starclic Stone, Palermo, 5 mm

008896944815
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Bari
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 10 tiles = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

33085

106202111

Starclic Stone, Bari, 5 mm

0088969533081
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Milano
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 10 tiles = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

215132

106202118

Starclic Stone, Milano, 5 mm

0088969321510
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Bologna
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 10 tiles = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

215134

106202120

Starclic Stone, Bologna, 5 mm

0088969421517
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Assisi
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 10 tiles = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

215142

106202122

Starclic Stone, Assisi, 5 mm

0088969221513
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Genova
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 5 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,5 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 10 tiles = 1,84 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 6 dB

◊

Utilization class 33/42

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

48812

106202107

Starclic Stone, Genova, 5 mm

0088969248817
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Sizilien
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 12 tiles = 2,21 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

022132

106202140

Starclic Stone 4.2, Sizilien, 4,2 mm

7640165920091
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Korsika
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 12 tiles = 2,21 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

22134

106202142

Starclic Stone 4.2, Korsika, 4,2 mm

7640165920107
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Mykonos
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 12 tiles = 2,21 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

11091

106202144

Starclic Stone 4.2, Mykonos, 4,2 mm

7640165920114
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Malta
◊

Natural stone look

◊

Quiet and warm underfoot

◊

Only 4,2 mm mounting height

◊

Wear layer 0,3 mm

◊

605 x 304,8 mm (L x W)

◊

Carton content = 12 tiles = 2,21 m2

◊

100% recyclable

◊

Phthalates free

◊

Patented Uniclic connection

◊

Low emissions (Certified A +)

◊

DIBT certified

◊

Sound reduction up to 5 dB

◊

Utilization class 23/31

Note before laying:
- Amount needed + 10% of the area
- Clean underlay, hard, flat, stable and strong
- Uneven surface = max 3 mm per 1,2 m
- Acclimatize the planks horizontally in the room for
at least 48h!
- Important: room temperature = soil temperature =
use temperature 18 ° C to 24 ° C
Points to note about the configuration:
- If underlay required: flameproof, vinyl approved
(at least 400 kPa/m2, 1.5 mm, non-adhesive)
- On linoleum, wood-based flooring: 0,2 mm PE
Films building for decoupling mandatory!
- The planks must be properly clicked in!
- Provide expansion joints to walls and fixed
objects of 8-10 mm
- Maximum field size 10 x 10 m

Decor

Article No.

Description

EAN

Pack/Pallet

21096

106202146

Starclic Stone 4.2, Malta, 4,2 mm

7640165920121
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